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Abstract— In this paper we study the defense of sensor
networks against Search-based Physical Attacks. In search-based
physical attacks, the attacker walks through the sensor network
using signal detecting equipment to locate active sensors, and
then destroys them. We design an effective defense approach to
defend sensor networks against search-based physical attacks.
The core principle of our defense is to trade short term local
coverage for long term global coverage through the Sacrificial
Node-assisted attack notification and states switching of sensors.
The performance metric we use is Accumulative Coverage, which
effectively captures coverage and lifetime of the sensor networks
to measure sensor network performance. Our performance data
clearly demonstrate that search-based physical attacks cause a
significant deterioration in accumulative coverage. Our perfor-
mance data also show that our defense approach can significantly
decrease losses in accumulative coverage even under intense
search-based physical attacks. To the best of our knowledge,
ours is the first work that identifies the problem of search-based
physical attacks and proposes defenses against it. We strongly
believe that the viability of sensor networks in the future is
contingent on their ability to resist physical attacks, which is
the core of our work here.

I. INTRODUCTION

Security in the sensor networks has been one of the research
focuses in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) in these years.
Research in this area has contributed a host of potential attacks
in sensor networks and effective defenses against such attacks
[1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8]. It is widely accepted that
viability of sensor network applications in the future is closely
contingent on the security of the networks.

The small form factor of sensors, coupled with the unat-
tended and distributed nature of their deployment expose sen-
sor networks to a special class of attacks that could result in the
physical destruction of sensors. We denote Physical Attacks as
those that result in the physical destruction of sensors, thereby
rendering them permanently nonoperational. The significance
of studying physical attacks comes from the following factors.
Physical attacks are inevitable threats in sensor networks.
Physical attacks are relatively simple to launch and fatal in
destruction. In the simplest case, the attacker can just drive
a vehicle in the sensor field or hurl grenades/bombs in the
field and destroy the sensors. A smarter attacker can detect
and destroy sensors with stealth by moving across the sensor
network. In any case, the end result of physical attacks can be
quite destructive. The backbone of the network (the sensors
themselves) is destroyed. Destruction of sensors may also
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result in the violation of the network paradigms. This could be
the topology, routing structure, power dissipated etc. As such,
a wide spectrum of impacts may result due to physical attacks
and when left unaddressed, physical attacks have the potential
to render the entire sensor network mission useless.

Our focus in this paper is Search-based Physical Attacks.
We define search-based physical attacks as those that intelli-
gently search for sensors. The searching process is executed
by means of detecting signals emitted by the sensors. Once
sensors are identified, the attacker physically destroys the
sensors. This process is opposed to a rather blind or brute force
destruction of sensors in the field (using bombs, grenades,
tanks etc) that will cause casualties to the deployment field,
which the attacker might want to preserve (airports, oil fields,
battlefields etc. of interest to the attacker).

In this paper, we first introduce a representative search-
based physical attacks model. In our attack model, the attacker
continuously locates sensors by means of signal detection and
physically destroys the detected sensors. We then propose a
Sacrificial Node-assisted defense protocol to defend sensor
networks against search-based physical attacks. The core prin-
ciple of our defense is to trade short term local coverage for
long term global coverage through the sacrificial node-assisted
attack notification and states switching of sensors. A sacrificial
node is the one which detects the attacker for other sensors at
the risk of its being detected and destroyed by the attacker. The
existence of sacrificial nodes compensates the weakness of the
sensors’ ability to detect the attacker. Our defense protocol
does not assume a priori knowledge about the attacker. Our
performance metric in this paper is the Accumulative Coverage
of the network. Accumulative Coverage captures both the
lifetime and coverage and as such is an effective metric to
measure performance. Our performance data clearly show that
search-based physical attacks dramatically reduce accumula-
tive coverage. However, with our defense mechanism in place,
the accumulative coverage can be improved significantly even
under intense attacks.

Physical attacks are patent and potent threats to sensor net-
works. We believe that the viability of future sensor networks
is contingent on their ability to resist physical attacks. As
such, our work is an important first step in this regard. The
defense strategy we propose is novel, simple and effectively
defends against search-based physical attacks. The rest of the
paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we discuss the
attack model. Section III describes our defense protocol and
Section IV reports the performance evaluation. We present
related work in Section V, and conclude our work in Section
VI.
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II. MODELING SEARCH-BASED PHYSICAL ATTACKS

In this section, we first provide a general description of
physical attacks, followed by detailed discussions on search-
based physical attacks, which is the main focus of this paper.

A. Physical Attacks in Sensor Networks

Physical attacks are those attacks that result in the physical
destruction of the sensors, rendering them permanently non-
operational. A wide spectrum of physical attacks is possible in
the domain of sensor networks. Broadly speaking, the entire
spectrum of physical attacks can be considered to operate in
two phases, namely the targeting phase and the destruction
phase. In the targeting phase, the attacker tries to identify the
sensors or the deployment area of the sensor network. Then,
the destruction phase follows to destroy the sensors. Based on
the above discussions, we classify physical attacks into two
classes.

Blind Physical Attacks: In blind physical attacks, the ex-
ecution of the targeting phase is to just identify the sensor
deployment field. Following this, the identified sensor de-
ployment field is under physical attack using a brute-force
approach. Typical brute-force physical destruction instances
include physical attacks in the form of bombs/grenades,
tanks/vehicles driven around destroying contiguous portions
of sensor deployment field. Sensors that happen to be in the
vicinity of destruction areas are destroyed.

Search-based Physical Attacks: Here the attacker first
searches for sensors in the network by detecting signals emit-
ted by the sensors using appropriate signal detecting equip-
ment. After the detection, the attacker destroys the identified
sensors physically. Destruction of the small size sensors is
typically accomplished through physical force, heat, radiation
and other hardware/circuit tampering techniques that in effect
destroy the physical hardware.

Attackers indulge in search-based physical attacks by walk-
ing in the sensor network deployment area to search for
and then physically destroy sensors. The execution of search-
based physical attacks can be modeled as the execution of
three actions namely searching action, moving action, and
destruction action.� Searching action: In the searching action, the attacker

searches for sensors. There are three features charac-
terizing this action, namely target of search, method of
search and ability of search. The target of attacker’s can
be any sensor or some specific sensors such as cluster
heads, data aggregators etc (depending on the network
structure). The method of search can be detecting emitted
signals, distinguishing radio frequencies, traffic pattern
analysis etc. In general, signal detection is the most basic
method to search for sensors. This depends on the type
and strength of the signals emitted by the sensors. The
attacker can also distinguish between radio frequencies
to find sensors with different roles in the sensor network.
It can also perform traffic analysis on sensors to find out
important sensors like cluster heads, data aggregators etc.
The searching ability can be the signal detection distance,
detection accuracy.

� Moving action: The moving action can be following pre-
programmed paths or it can be random, in the absence
of a target. When there is only one target, the attacker
moves towards it. When there are multiple targets de-
tected, the attacker needs to schedule its movement to
reach targets efficiently. The modeling features related
to attacker’s moving action include moving intelligence
and moving strength. The moving intelligence includes
attacker’s motion sequence, such as the scheduling of
movement, choice of targets etc. Moving strength in-
cludes the moving speed of attacker, total movement
length, and the attacker’s ability to overcome obstacles
in the sensor fields.� Destruction action: The attacker can use different meth-
ods to destroy sensors. The modeling features in de-
struction are destruction method and destruction strength.
Destruction method includes the way the attacker phys-
ically destroys sensors. This includes physical force,
heat, radiation and other hardware/circuit tampering tech-
niques. Destruction method also depends on the accuracy
of target location detection. If the target is accurately
located, the destruction method is to destroy only the
target in the location identified. However, if the detection
is inaccurate, then the target is isolated within an area
(instead of being located accurately). Then the destruction
method is to destroy all the sensors in that area. Destruc-
tion strength measures how much time and/ or energy
the attacker spends to destroy a sensor. In some cases,
the destruction action is overlapped with the moving and
searching action, i.e. the attacker has to move during
destruction while searching for new targets as it moves.

These three actions can be overlapped in time in order to
achieve efficient attack. For example, whenever the attacker
moves, it keeps searching for sensors. The attacker can even
keep searching and moving during destroying sensors.

In [9], we studied the issue of sensor network performance
under blind physical attacks. There we studied the issue of
deployment of sensors in a network to meet lifetime require-
ment under blind attacks. In this paper we focus on search-
based physical attacks. In many situations, blinds attacks may
be infeasible for the attacker, and the attacker will indulge
in search-based physical attacks. For instance, in some cases
it may be necessary for the attacker to preserve the field of
interest. Such fields can include airports, oil fields, battlefields
of the attacker side etc. Destroying the entire area by means
of grenades or bombs may not be possible for the attacker
as it will destroy the deployment field. In such cases search-
based attacks will be used to destroy sensors. Also, the search-
based attacks are more efficient in that they operate by stealth
compared with blind physical attacks that use a brute force
destruction approach. Our focus in this paper is search-based
physical attacks. In the following, in Section II-B, we present
our search-based physical attack model to be used in the rest
of the paper.

B. Modeling Search-based Physical Attacks
In search-based physical attacks, the basic method the

attacker uses to identify sensors is to detect signals emitted
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by the sensors. We classify signals emitted by sensors into
two types. Passive signals include heat, vibration, magnetic
signals that are part of the physical characteristics of the
sensors1. Active signals on the other hand include commu-
nication messages, beacons, query messages that are part of
normal network communication paradigms. These two are
quite different from the perspective of attacker detection.
Passive signals are very small in range, and their detection can
enable the attacker to accurately detect their source (the sensor
emitting the passive signal). Active signals can propagate
longer distance, but the attacker can only isolate the source
of an active signal within an area. In case the attacker detects
multiple sensors, if the attacker is equipped with memory,
the attacker can store the locations of multiple sensors that it
detects. Thus, if we use ����� and �	�
� to denote the maximal
distances from where the attacker can detect passive and active
signals respectively, ����� is smaller than �	�
� .

The ability of the attacker to detect a sensor also depends
on the state of the sensor. A sensor is Dead if it has been
physically destroyed by an attacker. Otherwise it is Alive.
In our model, a sensor that is Alive can be in one of the
following three states, namely sleeping, sensing and sending
state. A sensor can voluntarily turn itself off and be in the
sleeping state. In this state, the sensor emits no signal2 and
hence cannot be detected by the attacker. A sensor in the
sensing state carries out only sensing tasks, without sending
out any active signal. The signals emitted during sensing are
just passive signals. A sensor in the sending state emits both
passive and active signals. We call a sensor Active if it is in
sensing state or sending state. An active sensor can be detected
by the attacker by detecting the signals emitted by the sensor.
A sensor can instantaneously switch among these three states
at will as long as it is alive. In our model, the sensors are also
capable of sensing the attackers3. However, in our model the
attacker is more powerful than sensors. Thus the range within
which an attacker detects a sensor is larger than that within
which a sensor can detect the attacker.

Model � describes our search-based physical attack model.
This model describes the attacker’s response to different events
taking place during the attack process. Initially, the attacker
does not have any target sensor to destroy. Here, the attacker
performs a random straight line walk in the network field and
keeps detecting passive or active signals. We use � to denote
the moving speed of the attacker 4.

Once the attacker detects a signal from a sensor, the attacker
first checks the type of signal used to detect the sensor;
Case � : If the signal was a passive signal, the attacker first
estimated the location of the source of the signal. If the
attacker has no target, it then sets the sensor that emitted this

1We assume the sensors are camouflaged from the attacker and the attacker
will not be able to visually identify sensors. Thus the attacker cannot use visual
signals to detect sensors.

2We assume that in the sleeping state, even if minute signals are emitted,
they are imperceptible to the attacker.

3In the worst case, a sensor can estimate the attackers location just prior
to being physically destroyed by the attacker.

4If the attacker reaches the boundary of the network, it is aware of the fact
and turns in a suitable direction in order to once again walk into the network.

Model 1 Search-based physical attack model
1: Initialization: �������������� ; ��������� ;
2: while the attacker is alive do
3: switch type of event
4: case detecting a sensor � through passive signal:
5: ���� �!����"#� : ������!� �$�%� ; ����������'& �)(�*+���,*-�!./. 01��� ;����������'& 24365
���)0)3/78�:9;365
���)013/7<3>=<� ;
6: ������!� ��?"@� AND ���� �!���'& �)(/*+��"<*-�!./. 01��� : add � to����� ;
7: ������!� �A?"B� AND ������!� �'& �)(/*-�C"D��5'�)01��� : add���������� to ����� ; �������������� ;������!� �'& �)(/*-�E� *-�!./. 01��� ;����������'& 24365
���)0)3/78�:9;365
���)013/7<3>=<� ;
8: case detecting a sensor � through active signal:
9: F�G���!����"#� : ����������$�%� ; F�G���!���'& �)(/*-���%��5
�)0H��� ;����������'& 24365
���)0)3/78�%�$I��/�J*-017K�L���6�/�M3>=N� ;

10: ������!� ��?"@� : add � to ����� ;
11: case reaching ������!� �'& 24365��G�)0)3/7 :
12: F�G���!���'& �)(/*-�O",*+�!.�. 01��� : Directly destroy ���������� ;������������%�P���Q3/����RH��� �TS ;
13: ���� �!���'& �)(/*+�U"V��5'�)01��� : Sweep the sweeping area of���������� ; ������!� �$�:�	���83/����RW�����QS ;
14: default:
15: Whenever ���������� ?" � , walk towards����������'& 24365
���)0)3/7 , otherwise walk randomly;
16: endswitch
17: end while

signal as the target and walks towards it. Otherwise, if the
attacker already has a target which was detected through a
passive signal, it immediately puts the source of this signal
into memory. If the attacker has a current target detected
through an active signal, the attacker puts the current target
into memory and sets the newly detected sensor (through a
passive signal) to be the target. Case X : If the signal detected
was an active signal, the attacker identifies a sweeping area
and puts the area in memory. We refer this area as sweeping
area. Precisely, the sweeping area is the small area within
which the attacker isolates sensors detected by means of an
active signal. Obviously, closer the detected sensor (stronger
active signal detected) is, smaller is the sweeping area. If the
attacker has no target when this active signal is detected, the
attacker sets the sensor that emitted this signal to be the current
target and walks towards it. If the attacker already has a target,
it will put this newly detected sensor and the corresponding
sweeping area into memory. In our model, the attacker at
any point in time can have only one sensor as a target to
destroy. Multiple detected targets/ sweeping areas can be put
into memory for future targets.

During the movement, if there is no new signal detected,
the attacker either keeps walking randomly if it has no target
or keeps moving to the target. Once the attacker reaches the
target, the attacker will destroy the target. There are two
cases in which the attacker enters this situation. Case � : If
the detection of the current attack target is through passive
signal, the attacker carries out physical destruction directly
at the target location which is identified when the target was
detected. Case X : If the detection of the current attack target
was through an active signal, the attacker sweeps once it
reaches the sweeping area. Specifically, it sweeps across this
sweeping area destroying any sensor in that area. In some
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model instances, the attacker can keep detecting new sensors
during the sweeping, and can then put the newly detected
sensors in it memory. We also consider this case during our
performance evaluation.

Once the attacker has physically destroyed a sensor, if the
attacker is equipped with memory, it checks its memory. If the
attacker has some sensors in memory, it will pick the closest
sensor detected by a passive signal as a target as long as there
is one. Otherwise, it chooses the nearest sensor detected by
active signals as the next target. If the memory content is
empty, the attacker does a random straight line walk to search
for sensors.

C. Discussions

We wish to state that our search-based attack model pre-
sented here is a representative instance of the general model.
It can be extended to represent a wide spectrum of search-
based physical attacks. One extreme case is; if there is no
search stage in the attack, the attacker can just use random
sweeping in order to destroy sensors, which is similar to brute
force attacks. The other extreme cases are attacks that destroy
only specific sensors among many targets. Such sensors can
be cluster heads, data aggregators etc. in the sensor network.
Obviously, in the latter case we are dealing with a very so-
phisticated attacker. Another example of sophisticated physical
attacks is that the attacker aims to destroy the functionality of
the sensor network by partitioning the sensing field. This attack
may be hard to achieve in the sense that the attacker needs a
priori knowledge of the topology and architecture of the sensor
field. Besides, this attack may not be efficient when there exist
some sensors with much larger communication range such
as data aggregators. In our current model, we assume there
is only one attacker. Our current attack model can be easily
extended to multiple attackers if there is no cooperation among
the attackers. Otherwise, the attack model and the defense
algorithm should take into account the efficient cooperation
among attackers. The study of sophisticated physical attacks
and the cooperation among multiple attackers are part of our
on-going work.

A specific type of attack most related to physical attacks
is jamming attacks [8], where the attacker jams or interferes
with the radio frequencies that sensor(s) are using. Physical
attacks are quite different from jamming attacks in that jam-
ming only causes a loss of operation for the attack duration,
while physical attacks result in irreversible sensor destructions.
Furthermore, the standard defense for jamming attacks using
forms of spread-spectrum communication cannot be used here
as the attacker just needs raw signals to detect sensors.

III. DEFENDING AGAINST SEARCH-BASED PHYSICAL
ATTACK

With the model on search-based physical attacks in place,
we will discuss defending sensor network against search-
based physical attacks. We will first give the design rationale
followed by detailed description of our defense protocol.

A. Design Rationale

The primary success criteria of the attacker in conducting
search-based physical attacks are the number of sensors it
can destroy and the coverage loss incurred by those destroyed
sensors. As such, it becomes clear that any defense strategy
against search-based physical attacks should not only focus on
protecting individual sensors from being destroyed, but also
distributing the destroyed sensors as uniformly as possible,
which helps to prevent large coverage loss or even network
disconnectivity. While a simple defense strategy is to let all
sensors sleep to avoid being detected, one has to keep in mind
the performance of the sensor networks. An ideal defense
algorithm should minimize sensor detection by the attacker
with little compromise on the overall performance of the
sensor network.

In order to evaluate the performance of sensor networks
under search-based physical attacks, we define a novel metric
in this paper, namely Accumulative Coverage (AC). YPZ is
defined as the integration of the network coverage over the
effective lifetime of the sensor network. Network coverage is
defined as the percentage of the sensor field that is in the
sensing range of at least one active sensor 5, and effective
lifetime is the time period until when the sensor network
becomes nonfunctional because the coverage falls below a
certain threshold [ . Denoting coverage(t) as the network
coverage at time � , and \]9 , as the effective lifetime, we have,

YPZ#" ^O_a`bdcfe 5�3/�����6�G����Rd�gSghi�'& (1)

We believe that YPZ is an effective metric to measure the
performance of a sensor network in many situations since it
effectively combines both coverage and lifetime, two of the
most important performance metrics in sensor networks. A
general metric commonly used in the literature is effective
lifetime. Effective lifetime is defined as the maximum time
period during which the coverage is above a certain threshold
and thus considers both coverage and lifetime. However, it is
not representative enough for situations where for the same
effective lifetime, a sensor network with a high coverage can
provide more accurate information than one with a lower
coverage. Our metric, YFZ not only considers coverage thresh-
old and lifetime, but is also more representative of real life
situations. Thus YPZ is the basic metric we use to evaluate the
performance of a sensor network under search-based physical
attacks.

Our objective is to maximize YPZ under search-based phys-
ical attacks. Our rationale is to prevent sensors’ active and
passive signals from being detected by the attacker. Our
objective is to design a distributed defense protocol using only
local information. To do so, we first need to let sensors in
the local vicinity of the attacker switch from sending state
to sensing/sleeping state in time in order to escape detection
by the attacker. This can minimize the sensors’ detection and
destruction by the attacker and increase their lifetime. On

5We assume 1-coverage in this paper. In some situations, each point in the
sensor field needs to be covered by more than j sensor (say k ). This is calledk -coverage.
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TABLE I
NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS

Notation Definitionlnm
Accumulative Coverageo�p

Effective Lifetimemnq r>s't�u>vis6wyx)z
Network coverage at time

x{ Network coverage threshold|
Number of sensors in the network}

Area of the sensor field~
Active signal frequency�n���g�y�

Notification range�;�'�
Active signal detection range��� �
Passive signal detection range�;�

Sensor’s detection range for attacker�n�
Sensor’s sensing range for coverager

Attacker speed�
Attacker memory size� �

Number of sensors in sensor � � ’s protection area�i�� Number of unprotected sensors among
� �� w��)�4�6z

Distance between sensor � � and sensor ���� w��Hz Utility value of sensor � �� � w��Wz Contribution of sensor � � to � w��Wz� ���
Utility threshold�����)�

Reference utility value� w��Hz
Timer for SN message of sensor � ��f� w��Wz

Timer from sleeping to sensing for sensor � ��-� w��Wz
Timer from sleeping to sending for sensor � ���� w��Wz
Timer from sensing to sending for sensor � �

the other hand, we need to keep the sensors that are not
in the neighborhood of the attacker in sensing/sending state
to maintain necessary coverage. In our defense protocol, a
sensor detects the attacker by the signals it emits (vibration,
motion etc) and/or its physical properties (electromagnetic,
metal etc). The sensor will send out an attack notification
message notifying all the active sensors in its local notification
area before it is destroyed by the attacker. The notification
message contains the position of the attacker. Recipient sensors
may switch to sensing/sleeping state in a timely manner when
the attacker approaches in order to avoid being detected by
the attacker. They will then switch back to sensing/sending
state independently in a conservative manner when the attacker
leaves.

While it is obvious that the sensors can protect them from
being detected by switching to sensing/sleeping states after
receiving the attack notification message, we observe that this
may not be always optimal in a global point of view. The
sensors outside the local notification area of the destroyed
sensor will not be aware of the approaching of the attacker,
which makes them in danger. In this situation, it will be better
for a few sensor that receive the attack notification message
to keep in active state so that they can inform other unaware
sensors before they are detected. We call these sensor nodes
sacrificial nodes. They could have protected themselves by
switching to sleeping state, however their sacrifice helps to
protect more other sensors, especially when the local area
is relatively dense. The challenge is how those sensors can
decide whether they should be sacrificial nodes, which will
be described in detail in the following sebsections.

: Attacker
: Sensor

Rnoti

s1

s3

s2

Rnoti

s4

s7

s6

Rnoti

s5

Fig. 1. Protocol description.

1: receive AN,
not be sacrificial node

2: receive AN, 
be sacrificial node

3: not receive AN,
receive SN

4: T1 expires
5: T2 or T3 expires
6: destroyed by attacker

Sending
(nonsacrificial 

node)
Sensing

Sending
(sacrificial node)

Destroyed

Sleeping

1

1

1

5

4
2

2

6

6

6

6
2

3

3
3

Fig. 2. States switching and events.

B. Defense Protocol

In this section, we first discuss our localized defense proto-
col in detail. We then discribe the mechanism used to decide
sacrificial nodes. All the notations used in this paper are listed
in Table   .

1) Protocol Description: The protocol is executed by indi-
vidual sensors switching among different states triggered by
one of several events, which is shown in Fig. 2. The arrows
in Fig. 2 denote states switching among different states, while
the digital numbers beside the arrows denote the events that
trigger the corresponding states switching. At the beginning,
one active sensor detects the attacker. It sends out an attack
notification message (AN message) and stays in sending state.
Those active sensors receiving the AN message will decide
whether to be sacrificial nodes or not based on sacrificial
nodes selection mechanism. For the recipient sensors of the
AN message that decide to be nonsacrificial nodes, they will
calculate two timers, ¢¡ and f£ , and switch to sleeping state
immediately, which corresponds to event 1 in Fig. 2. These
sensors will switch back to sensing and sending states as
nonsacrificial nodes after  ¡ and  £ expire respectively, which
corresponds to event 4 and 5 in Fig. 2. For other recipient
sensors of the AN message who decide to be sacrificial nodes,
they will send out sacrificial node notification messages (SN
messages) and stay in sending state, which corresponds to
event 2 in Fig. 2. For the sensors that do not receive the
original AN message but receive at least one corresponding
SN messages, they will calculate a timer ¢¤ and switch to
sensing state immediately, which corresponds to event 3 in
Fig. 2. These sensors will switch back to sending state as
nonsacrificial nodes after �¤ expires, which corresponds to
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event 5 in Fig. 2. Obviously, the sensors that are destroyed by
the attacker will switch to destroyed state, which corresponds
to event 6 in Fig. 2.

The AN message contains the global ID of the sensor that
sends out this message, while the SN message contains the
global ID of both the sensor sending out this SN message and
the sensor sending out the corresponding AN message. The
detailed description of sacrificial nodes selection scheme is
discussed in Section III-C. The discussion of the timers,  ¡ , £ and  ¤ , will be detailed in Section III-D.

2) Example: In the following, we use an example in Fig.
1 to further explain our defense protocol described above.
Before detecting or being notified of the approaching of the
attacker, all sensors are in sending state as nonsacrificial
nodes. Suppose at some time, sensor .i¡ in Fig. 1 detects
the attacker and sends an AN message to all other sensors
in its notification area. The notification message contains the
global ID of sensor .6¡ and the notification area is a circle of
radius �P¥i¦ bd§ centered at sensor .>¡ . In our defense protocol,
we let � ¥i¦ bd§ be the same as the communication range for the
sensors. Recall that the attacker is generally more powerful
than a sensor in terms of sensing ability, as such, sensor . ¡
is quite likely to be detected by the attacker already when it
detects the attacker. Thus it is better for sensor . ¡ to send out
AN message instead of switching to sensing/sleeping state.
After sending out the AN message, sensor . ¡ will stay in
sending state.

For the recipients of the AN message sent by sensor .i¡ ,
which are sensors ./£ , .�¤ and . ¨ in Fig. 1, we assume sensors. £ and .�¤ decide to be sacrificial nodes while sensor ./¨ does
not. Sensors .�£ and .�¤ will each send out an SN message
at different time. In our protocol, we apply a randomized
algorithm to let different sacrificial nodes send out SN mes-
sages at different time, thus alleviating the problem of message
collision, the detail of which is discussed in Section III-C.
After sensors . £ and . ¤ send out the SN messages, they will
stay in sending state as sacrificial nodes. The SN message of
sensor . £ contains the global ID of sensor . £ and sensor . ¡ .
The usage of this message is two folded. First, it is used to
update its state information stored in its neighbors, the usage of
which will be described in Section III-C. Second, it is used by
the sensors in its protection area for states switching, which
will be described below. On the other hand, sensor ./¨ will
calculate two timers, a¡ and f£ , and switch to sleeping state
immediately. After ¢¡ and f£ expire, sensor .�¨ will switch
back to sensing and sending (as nonsacrificial node) states
respectively.

In Fig. 1, sensors .�© , .�ª and .�« receive the SN message
sent by sensor . £ , but they did not receive the corresponding
AN message sent by sensor . ¡ . They each will independently
calculate a timer  ¤ and switch to sensing state immediately.
By doing so, they are protected from being detected via active
signals since the attacker may approach them in the near
future. However, it may not be good for these sensors to switch
to sleeping state for two reasons. First, this will result in a large
coverage loss, which is an overkill since the attacker will only
choose to move in one direction after destroying sensor .i¡ .
Second, they are already in the protection area of sensor .6£ .

They may be notified of the approaching of the attacker by
sensor .�£ before their own passive signals are detected and
then switch to sleeping state in time.

C. Sacrificial Nodes Selection

1) Derivation of Utility Function ¬�Rd0�S : Intuitively, a sensor
is more preferable to be a sacrificial node when there exist
more sensors in its protection area. In Fig. 1, sensor . £ is more
preferable than sensor . ¨ because it can potentially protect
more other sensors. The protection area of sensor .6¨ and other
sensors in the shaded area are not shown in Fig. 1 for clarity.
Thus, a simple utility function that can be used to measure the
preference of a sensor . § being a sacrificial node is given by,¬R40)S�"@® §�¯ (2)

in which ® § denotes the number of sensors in the protection
area of sensor . § .

It may seem obvious that a sensor with high utility value
is always preferable to be a sacrificial node. However, if two
sensors both have high utility values and they are close to each
other, it is not preferable for both of them to be sacrificial
nodes. The reason is that the protection areas of both sensors
have much overlap due to the fact that they are close to each
other. Selecting the second one as a sacrificial node brings
little extra benefit. Besides, it incurs more risk to select both
as sacrificial nodes since both of them become potential targets
for the attacker now instead of one. A reasonable modification
is given by, ¬�Rd0�S�"@® �§ ¯ (3)

in which ® �§ denotes the number of sensors in the protection
area of sensor . § that are not in the protection area of any
other sacrificial node. If we assume sensor . ¤ in Fig. 1 is
a sacrificial node, which is known by sensor . £ via the SN
message of sensor ./¤ , sensor . « will not be counted in the
calculation of the utility function for sensor .6£ .

Furthermore, we observe that the relative distance of the
sensors in the protection area also makes difference. In Fig.
1, let’s assume the attacker moves to the right after it destroys
sensor . ¡ . Compared with sensor ./ª , sensor ./© , which is closer
to sensor . £ , is more likely to be detected before sensor . £
detects the attacker and sends out an AN message. In this case,
the contribution of sensor ./© to the utility function of . £ is
smaller than that of sensor ./ª . Recall that the sensors have
no knowledge of the sensing range of the attacker, therefore
we weighted the contribution of sensor . ° to ¬R40�S , denoted as¬�°>R40�S , by the distance between sensor . § and sensor .�° , denoted
by h+Rd0 ¯H± S . Thus we obtain the following utility function,

¬�Rd0�S�"³²�)´'µG¶ �· ¬�°iRd0�S¸"¹²�)´'µG¶ �· h+Rd0
¯H± S� ¥i¦ bd§ & (4)

Here, we also use ® �§ to denote the set of sensors that are in
the protection area of sensor . § but not in the protection area
of any other sacrificial node for clarity.

In the ideal situation, assuming all sensors have full knowl-
edge about the attacker including � �
� and � � � , a sensor . §
is able to calculate which of its ® �§ neighbors are already
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detected by the attacker and should not be considered in ¬�Rd0�S .
We denote the ideal ¬�Rd0�S assuming full knowledge of the
attacker as ¬ ¦1� b Rd0�S and denote ¬ ¦)� b° R40�S as the optimal ¬ ° R40)S .
In the following, we will prove that the utility function in (4)
is optimal in terms of minimizing the expected mean square
error between ¬�Rd0�S and ¬ ¦)� b R40�S under the assumption that the
sensors have no a priori knowledge of the sensing ability of
the attacker.

0
Rnoti

1

Rps

uj
*(i|Rps)

uj(i)

Fig. 3. Proof of Lemma 1.

Lemma 1: ¬�°GRd0�SN"»º ¼ §d½ °J¾¿fÀ�ÁWÂ · is optimal among all functions
of the form ¬�°GRd0�SÃ"ÅÄÆR4h+Rd0 ¯H± SJS in terms of minimizing the
expected mean square error between ÄÆRWh-R40 ¯H± SgS and ¬ ¦1� b° Rd0�S .

Proof: In the ideal case assuming the sensors have full
knowledge of the sensing ability of the attackers, specifically,
the values of �	�
� and �Ç��� , the optimal contribution of sensor. ° to the utility function of sensor 0 , denoted by ¬ ¦)� b° R40)SÆ"¬È°GR40'É � �
� ¯ � � � S is shown in Fig. 3. The sensors in set ® �§
with distance h+Rd0 ¯H± S smaller than � � � have already been
detected before sensor . § detects the attacker and sends out
the attack notification message, so these sensors do not need
to be protected and considered in the utility function. All other
sensors in set ® �§ are at risk and thus need to be considered.
However, the sensors have no a priori knowledge of �F� � . It
is reasonable to assume the value of ��� � follows a uniform
distribution between Ê and �	¥i¦ bd§ , which is a commonly
used distribution for random variables we have no a priori
knowledge about. The optimal ÄÆRWh-R40 ¯1± SgS in this case should
minimize the expected Mean Square Error (MSE), which is,�Ë�$\ÃR4ÄÆRWh-R40 ¯H± SgSJS¸"Ì\ÃÍÎR4ÄÆRWh-R40 ¯H± SgS�ÏÐ¬ ¦1� b° Rd0�SJS £'Ñ

" �� ¥i¦ bd§ ^
¿ À ÁHÂ ·¿+ÒÔÓ cfe Í ÄÆRWh-R40 ¯1± SgS�ÏÕ¬È°GR40
É � �
� ¯ � � � S Ñ £ hG� � �

" �� ¥i¦ bd§ R ^ º ¼ §4½ °J¾¿+ÒÖÓ c�e Í ÄÆR4h+Rd0 ¯H± SJS�Ï×� Ñ £ hG�Ç� �
Ø ^ ¿ À�ÁWÂ ·¿+ÒÖÓ c º ¼ §d½ °J¾ Í ÄÆR4h+Rd0 ¯1± SJS$Ï<Ê Ñ�£ h�� � � S

"ÙÄÆRWh-R40 ¯H± SgS £ Ï<X h-R40 ¯H± S�P¥i¦ bd§ ÄÆRWh-R40 ¯1± SgS Ø h-R40 ¯H± S�P¥i¦ bd§ &
The above expected mean square error is minimized whenÄÆR4h+Rd0 ¯H± SgS equals h-R40 ¯1± SJÚ6�P¥G¦ bd§ , thus the lemma holds.

Applying Lemma � , we can obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 1: The utility function ¬�Rd0�SÛ"ÝÜ � ´ µG¶ �· º ¼ §4½ °J¾¿ À ÁHÂ · is

optimal in terms of minimizing the expected mean square error
between ¬R40)S and ¬ ¦)� b Rd0�S .

Proof: We assume the utility function of node . § is the
sum of ¬ ° R40)S for all ±ÃÞ ® �§ . Therefore, the utility value for . §
is ¬�Rd0�S$" Ü � ´ µG¶ �· ¬ ° Rd0�S and the ideal utility value is ¬ ¦)� b R40)S�"¬�Rd0
É �	�
� ¯ �ß� �'SU" Ü � ´ µG¶ �· ¬ ° Rd0
É �P��� ¯ �Ç����S . Denote the sensors

in the set ® �§ by . °�à ¯ . °1á ¯ &�& & ¯ . °Ôâ ã �· â . Without loss of generality,

we assume Êåä×h+Rd0 ¯H± ¡ Snäæh-R40 ¯H± £ Snä#&�& &Èäçh+Rd0 ¯1±Gè ¶ �· è Snäç� ¥i¦ bd§ .
The expected Mean Square Error (MSE) between ¬�Rd0�S and¬ ¦1� b Rd0�S is, �Ë�$\éRd¬�Rd0�SgS$"ê\ÃÍëR4¬R40�S�ÏÐ¬ ¦)� b Rd0�SJS £�Ñ

" ��P¥i¦ bd§ ^
¿ À ÁHÂ ·¿+ÒÖÓ cfe Í ¬�Rd0�SÏÕ¬R40'É � �
� ¯ � � � S Ñ�£ h�� � �

" ��F¥i¦ bd§ ^
¿ À ÁHÂ ·¿+ÒÔÓ cfe Í�²� ´ µG¶ �· ¬�°GRd0�SÏ�²� ´ µG¶ �· ¬�°GRd0
É � ��� ¯ � ��� S Ñ £ h�� � �

" ��P¥i¦ bd§ R ^ º ¼ §d½ °gà)¾¿ ÒÖÓ cfe ÍÈ²�1´
µG¶ �· ¬È°iRd0�S�ÏæRJÉ ® �§ É/ÏÕÊ�S Ñ £ h�� � �
Ø ^ º ¼ §d½ °)ág¾¿ ÒÖÓ c º ¼ §4½ ° à ¾ ÍÈ²�1´�µG¶ �· ¬ ° R40�S�ÏçRÖÉ ® �§ É/Ïç��S Ñ £ hG�Ç� � Ø & &�&
Ø ^ ¿ À ÁHÂ ·¿+ÒÔÓ c º ¼ §4½ °Öâ ã �· â ¾ Í ²� ´ µG¶ �· ¬�°GRd0�SÏçRÖÉ ® �§ É6ÏÌÉ ® �§ É S Ñ £ h�� � � S
"ìR ²�1´
µG¶ �· ¬ ° Rd0�SgS £ Ï<X [� ¥G¦ bd§ ²�)´'µG¶ �· ¬ ° Rd0�S Ø í� ¥i¦ bd§ &

In the above, [ is given by Ü �1´'µG¶ �· h+Rd0 ¯H± S and í is given byh+Rd0 ¯H± ¡
S�RWX-É ® �§ É
Ï<�/S Ø h+Rd0 ¯H± £ S�RWX-É ® �§ É
ÏTî�S Ø &�& & Ø h+Rd0 ¯H± è ¶ �· è S'� . By
deriving the first and second derivatives, the above expected
mean square error is minimized when ¬�Rd0�S�" Ü �1´�µG¶ �· ¬È°iR40)S�"Ü � ´ µG¶ �· º ¼ §d½ °J¾¿ À�ÁWÂ · . Thus, the theorem holds.

In (4), if we replace ® �§ by the average number of neighbors
for a sensor and replace the weight by the maximum weight � ,
we obtain approximate upper bound for ¬R40�S , which is denoted
by ï�ðÖñgò . The expression of ï�ðÔñ�ò is given by,

ï ðÔñ�ò "ôóTõ � £¥i¦ bd§� ¯ (5)

in which ó is the number of sensors in the network and � is
the area of network. Since the value of ® �§ is usually smaller
than the average number of neighbors for a sensor and the
weight is no more than � , the utility value of a sensor is
generally smaller than ï ðÔñ�ò .

2) Sacrificial Nodes Selection Scheme: Individual sensors
can calculate their utility values as described before. We now
describe the criterion used by a sensor to decide whether it
should be a sacrificial node or not based on its utility value.
Intuitively, a sensor that has certain high utility value should
become a sacrificial node, thus an empirical threshold ï b4ö is
necessary here. The sensors whose utility values are aboveï b4ö will become sacrificial nodes. The value of ï b4ö lies in
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the interval [ Ê , ï�ðÔñ�ò ]. Similar to the utility function, an ideal
utility threshold is impossible to obtain without the knowledge
of the attacker information. We will investigate the sensitivity
of our defense protocol’s effectiveness to ï b4ö in Section IV
and give guidelines in choosing a reasonable ï b4ö .

After the discussion of sacrificial node selection criterion,
we will describe the scheme used by the recipient sensors
of the AN message for sacrificial nodes selection. Since it
is possible that multiple sensors have initial utility values
larger than ï b4ö , we introduce a randomized algorithm here
to prevent the collision of SN messages and deal with the
problem of protection area overlap. After first calculating the
utility function, the sensors whose utility values are smaller
than ï b4ö will switch to sleeping state. While other sensors,
whose utility values are larger than or equal to ï b4ö , also called
candidate sacrificial nodes, will calculate a random delay and
set a timer, denoted by ÷øR40)S , based on their utility values by,

÷øRd0�S¸"úùUû$ü;ý � ¯ ¬�Rd0�SnþÙï$ðÔñ�òý � Ø Rg�ßÏÅÿG¼ § ¾������� S ü ý � ¯ ï b4ö äç¬R40)S��Ùï ðÔñ�ò (6)

in which û is a random number uniformly distributed in [0,1]
and ý � is an adjustable parameter. Ideally, ý � should be as
small as possible to avoid a large delay of SN messages.
However it should be comparable to the transmission time
of an SN message to avoid collision among different SN
messages. A candidate sacrificial node will send out an SN
message after its timer expires and then become a sacrificial
node formally. Thus, the sensor with higher utility value
generally will send out SN message earlier. After receiving
an SN message, a candidate sacrificial node who has not sent
out its SN message will cancel its timer and adjust its utility
value accordingly by (4). If the new value is less than ï b4ö , it
will switch to sleeping state. Otherwise, it will calculate a new
delay and set a timer as above. Therefore, it is quite unlikely
that multiple SN messages will collide with each other. This
process iterates until each recipient sensor of the AN message
either becomes a sacrificial node or switches to sleeping state.

D. States Switching Timers

Recall that the attacker will proceed to destroy other de-
tected sensors in its memory or choose a random direction if
its memory is empty, the sensors that receive the AN/SN mes-
sages cannot accurately predict the movement of the attacker.
In the protocol described above, we let the sensors triggered
by events 1 and 3 in Fig. 2 immediately switch to sleeping
and sensing states respectively. We admit this is a conservative
scheme. The sensors may switch to sensing/sleeping state too
early or even unnecessarily if the attacker never approaches
them, but this guarantees they will not be detected by the
attacker. Any delay in states switching will definitely incur a
risk. We also take a conservative manner in determining the
timers ¢¡/Rd0�S , K£GRd0�S and f¤iR40)S ,

¢¡6Rd0�S�"Ùf¤>Rd0�S¸"Ì�8��	�
� ¯  Ø R��ßÏ ¬�Rd0�Sï ðÔñ�ò S ü � (7)

K£GRd0�S�"@X ü �¡>Rd0�S ¯ (8)

in which,  is an adjustable parameter. We let the sensors
switch back to sensing/sending state at different time. Other-
wise, it is risky when the attack is still nearby. Ideally, the
value of  depends on the attacker information such as speed,
memory content and sensing ability. However, the sensors have
no knowledge about these information, so they need to be
conservative in estimating the value of  , which can be based
on the knowledge of maximum speed and sensing ability. We
will show the sensitivity of our defense protocol’s effectiveness
to  and give guidelines for choosing a reasonable  in
Section IV.

E. Discussions

In our defense protocol, we assume the sensors can detect
the attacker and their detection range is smaller than that of
the attacker. One may argue that sensors may not always be
able to detect the attacker. We would like to point out that even
if the sensor does not have the ability to detect the attacker
remotely, it may still be able to send an AN message just
before being destroyed. In the case when the destroyed sensor
is not able to send out AN message before destruction, its
neighbors can use some sensor fault detection methods [10],
[11] to detect the destroyed node and send out AN message
for it.

In our protocol, we also assume that the sensors do not have
a priori knowledge about the attacker information. However,
some attacker information such as � , �]�
� and �Ç� � may be ob-
tained either by run-time measurements or off-line knowledge.
In case these information are known or a good estimation like
upper bound is available for the sensors, we can even obtain
optimal utility threshold and optimal timers, which is one of
our future work.

As the attacker moves in the sensing field, all the sensors
along the path of the attacker will be destroyed, which may
partition the network. Our defense protocol alleviates this
problem by protecting some sensors along the path of the
attacker from detection, thus maintaining the connectivity of
the network. Besides, we may adapt our defense protocol
further to maintain the connectivity. For example, the sensors
whose destruction may cause network partitioning will be
given extra protection and will not be chosen as sacrificial
nodes. The study of the impact of network partitioning caused
by the physical attack and the corresponding countermeasures
are parts of our on-going work.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS

In this section, we report our performance evaluations of the
impacts of search-based physical attacks on sensor networks
and the effectiveness of our defense protocol in resisting
attacks. Besides, we will show the sensitivity of the perfor-
mance improvement to various network parameters, attacker
parameters and defense parameters. As mentioned in Section
III, our main performance metric here is the accumulative
coverage. The search-based attack model and our defense
protocol used are the ones described earlier in Sections II
and III respectively.
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In our simulation, the sensor network area is a �iÊiÊæ�� �>ÊGÊT� square, in which X>ÊiÊGÊ sensors are randomly uni-
formly distributed. The active signals are generated following
a constant frequency = , which may collide with the randomly
generated AN/SN messages. If a collision happens, both
packets are lost. The following are the default values of
specific parameters used in the simulations, unless otherwise
stated. [ = 0.5; = " ¡ª e �gñ��)¦g¥ º � ; � ¥i¦ bd§ " X>ÊV�8�������>. ;� �
� "ÝXiÊ �Q����� �>. ; � ��� "��×�8�������>. ; � � " ÊÈ&Î�Ð�Q������� ;� � "���Êß�Q� �����>. ; maximum sweeping area radius 6= �¸�Q������� ;�E" �æ�8�������iÚ>.��/5
3/7�h ; � " X>ÊiÊGÊ ; ï b4ö "BÊ�&�� ü ï ðÔñ�ò ;ý �	"úÊÈ&Î�Ã. �/5
3/7�h ; A" X>ÊT.���5�3/7�h�. . Our main performance
metric is the Accumulative Coverage ( YFZ ). Each point of data
in the figures is the average value of the results from multiple
simulations with different network topologies.

A. Performance Comparisons
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Fig. 4. Performance improvement of the defense protocol.
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Fig. 5. Instant alive sensors at time 10000 seconds.

In fig. 4, we show the instant coverage loss of the sensor
network during attack in order to demonstrate how our defense
protocol improves YFZ over time. As discussed in Section III,YFZ is the integration of 5
3/�����6�i�!��Rd�gS , the instant coverage of
the sensor network. We protect the sensor networks against

6We assume the sweeping area is a circle, the radius of which is proportional
to the distance between the attacker and the detected sensor.
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Fig. 6. Performance comparisons under different network parameters.
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Fig. 7. Performance comparisons under different attack parameters.

search-based physical attacks by balancing short term perfor-
mance (coverage(t)), and the long term performance ( YPZ ).
Fig. 4 includes the scenarios with our defense protocol and
without defense. In fig. 4 (a), 5�3/�����6�G����Rd�gS in the �úÏç��	�0�.
is in the time domain under search-based physical attacks.
The data show that only at the very beginning (about 100
seconds), the coverage without defense is slightly larger than
that with defense. However, when time goes on, the coverage
value of the former drops much faster than that of the latter.
The reason is, the defense mechanism forces some sensors to
sleep temporarily, which decreases the short term temporary
coverage. But this prevents these sensors from being detected
and hence destroyed. Consequently, these sensors can have
longer lifetimes and provide higher sensing coverage for
longer time, and as a result long term coverage is increased.

The improvement in terms of YFZ is more clearly shown
in fig. 4 (b), in which we campare the YFZ with and without
defense protocol under various network coverage threshold [ ,
ranging from 0.1 to 0.8. We can see that YPZ decreases when[ increases in both sinarios, following a close to linear pattern.
However, the YPZ with our defense protocol consistantly
outperm that without defense, ranging from ��ÊiÊ�� to ���>Ê�� in
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terms of YFZ improvement. In the following subsections, we
will further investigate the performance improvement of our
defenese protocol under various network parameters, attack
parameters and defense parameters.

In fig. 5, we show the instanct alive sensors in the network
(at time 10000 seconds) under search-based physical attacks
in order to demonstrate another benefit our defense protocol
brings about. It is clear that with our defense protocol, not
only the number of alive nodes is significantly increased, but
also those alive sensors are distributed more uniformly in the
sense field. Without defense, the attacker can destroy all alive
sensors along its path, leaving many large holes in the field,
while with our defense protocol, some sensors can protect
themselves and help to decrease the number and the size of
the uncovered holes. One important result is that the alive
sensors in fig. 5 (b) are generally connected, while the large
holes in fig. 5 (a) partition the network into a few connected
components. We want to emphasize that usually at most of
these connected components, which is conneted with the sigle
base station, is functional and the data from other connected
components cannot be delivered to the base station. If the
only functional component is not large enough, the network
is ragarded as unfunctional. Our current metric YPZ does not
consider the network partitioning, which is one of our future
work. We expect that the performance improvement of our
defense protocol will be even more significant under the new
metric. In this paper, we only show one instant case because

of space limitation. We observe similar pattern under various
parameters and other time instance.

B. Sensitivity of Performance Improvement under Network
Parameters

In the following, we will investigate the sensitivity of
performance improvement under two key network parameters,
which are network density and active signal frequency. We will
change the number of sensors ó while fixing the size of the
field. The number of sensors varies between 1000 and 5000.
It is easy to calculate that the corresponding average number
of neighbors for a single sensor varies between 5, which
corresponds to a sparse network, and 25, which is a dense
network. The active signal frequency = ranges from one packet
per 10 seconds to one packet per 100 seconds, which captures
the sampling rate of most sensor network applications.

In fig. 6 (a), we show the YFZ achieved by our defense
protocol under different combinations of sensor number óand active signal frequency = . It is obvious that YPZ decreases
when = increases. What’s interesting is that there exists a
threshold of = at around one packet per 60 seconds. When =
is smaller than the threshold, YFZ decreases slightly with the
increase of = . However, beyond the threshold, YFZ decreases
sharply with the increase of = . This is because for small = ,
sensors send out active signal infrequently, so most sensors
are detected by passive signals. In this case, decreasing =
brings little extra benefit. Contrarily, when = is above the
threshold, most sensors are detected by active signals due to
the high frequence of packing sending and the fact that � �
� is
usually larger than � � � . In this case, active signals dominates
the effetiveness of attack and increasing = will significantly
affects the performance. The existance of the threshold can
help the network designer choose a reasonable = to make
a good tradeoff between security and network performance.
While a small = helps to improve security, it may decrease
the network performance by introducing a long delay between
sensor sampling/event detection and sending our active signal.
A = a little smaller than the threshold can achieve reasonable
security while introducing little compromise to the network
performance.

Interestly, we observe similar effect of ó on YPZ . First,YFZ increases with ó due to the redundancy in more dense
network. With same number of destroyed sensors, a more
dense network can still maintain high coverage compared with
a sparce network, thus increasing YFZ . More interestly, we
also observe a threshold for ó beyond which the extra benefit
brought by dense network diminishes. This is because whenó is large enough, most area of the sensor field is covered by
multiple sensors. As long as at least one sensor is active, that
area is considered covered in the current metric YPZ . Recall
that our defense protocol can make the alive sensors more
uniformly distributed, adding more redundancy may not help
much. Same as above, the existance of the threshold can also
help to choose a reasonable network density to make a good
tradeoff between security and network performance. When we
are only interested in 1-coverage, the extra benefit brought by
adding more sensors diminishes beyond certain threshold. We
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plan to consider the redundancy in the metric as our future
work and we expect the performance improvement of our
defense protocol will be more significantly under the new
metric.

In fig. 6 (b), we show the YPZ improvement percentage of
our defense protocol under different combinations of ó and = .
It is clear that YFZ improvement percentage increases first with= and then decreases. When = is small, the dominating factor
is passive signal, in which case our defense protocol helps
to improve YFZ mainly by avoiding sensors being detected
by passive signals. When = increases, active signal becomes
comparably important with passive signal. The fact that our
defense protocol protects sensors from being detected by
both active signals and passive signals brings about double
effect, thus the YPZ improvement percentage increases sharply.
However, when = is large enough so that active signal becomes
the dominating factor, many sensors send out active signal and
are detected by the attcker before receiving any notification
and conducting state switching accordingly. In the extreme
case, the sensors send out active signals so frequencly such
that there is no way to nofity them the existance of attacker in
time. Thus the YPZ improvement percentage decreases sharply
for large = .

Similarly, we observe that YFZ improvement percentage
increases first with ó and then decreases. When ó is small,
most sensors have very few neighbors due to the randomly uni-
form distribution. Therefore, the utility value will be relatively
small, which means the benefit for one notification message or
one sacrificial node is relatively small. In this case, the YFZ
improvement percentage is small and will increase with ó .
However, when ó is beyond certain threshold, the network is
so dense such that the attack can keep detecting new sensors in
most of the time by either signal via the help of large memory
size and large number of potentially detectable sensors in its
detection range. In this case, the YFZ improvement percentage
decreases with ó . However, we observe that except sparce
network and large = , the YPZ improvement percentage is still
above �iÊ�� .

The above discussion shows that there exists a threshold
for both network density and active signal frequency, the
knowledge of which helps the network designer in choosing
reasonable ó and = for good tradeoff between security and
network performance.

C. Sensitivity of Performance Improvement under Attack Pa-
rameters

In the following, we will investigate the sensitivity of
performance improvement under four key attack parameters,
which are �	�
� , �Ç� � , � and � . We will investigate different
combinations of �	�
� and �Ç� � between 0 and maximum
communication range ��)¦���� . We will vary � between 0 andX	�8�������>.6Ú>.��/5
3/7�h , which covers the range of most robots and
human beings. For � , we will investigate all possible values,
ranging from 0 to ó .

In fig. 7 (a), we show the YFZ achieved by our defense
protocol under different combinations of �]�
� and �Ç� � . It is
clear that YPZ decreases with the increase of either �L��� or �Ç� �

due to the increasing detecting ability of the attacker. Note
that the curve for �	�
�N"��T�Q� �����>. and �	�
�é"Å� ÊÛ�8�������>.
merges when �Ç� � is larger than ��Êé�Q�������6. . This is because
in our attack model, the passive signals have higher priority
than active signals because of the higher detection accuracy.
When �ß� � becomes larger than �	��� , all sensors are detected
by passive signals and the change of � �
� has no impact onYFZ . Similarly, part of some curves emerge when � � � is larger
than ��� �8�������>. and when � ��� is equal to XiÊå�8�������>. .

In fig. 7 (b), we show the YPZ improvement percentage
of our defense protocol under different combinations of � �
�
and � � � . We can see that the YFZ improvement percentage
increases with � � � and saturates when � � � approach � ¥i¦ bd§ .
The reason is that larger � � � implies stronger attacker and it
results in significant performance degradation for the sinario
without defense. Our defense protocol helps to improve theYFZ , especially for strong attacker, rendering the increase
of YFZ improvement percentage. However, for �F� � close to�P¥i¦ bd§ , most sensors receiving attack notification messages are
already detected by attacker already. The benefit brought about
by our defense protocol comes mainly from the sacrificial
nodes and their sacrificial node notification messages, thus theYFZ improvement percentage saturates.

Similary to the above, the YFZ improvement percentage also
increases with � �
� , demonstrating that our defense protocol
becomes more effective for strong attacker. However, YFZ
improvement percentage increases more significantly when�	�
� is large, which is different from the case for ��� � . This is
because both the notification message and corresponding state
switching in our defense protocol help to prevent sensors from
detected from active signals. The benefit is more obvious for
large �	�
� since the performance degrades significantly in this
case when no defense is applied. Similarly, part of some curves
merge due to the same reason mentioned above.

In fig. 8 (a), we show the YFZ achieved by our defense
protocol under various of � and � . It is clear that YFZ
decreases with the increases of both � and � . However, the
sensitivity of YPZ to � and � are quite different. We can see
that YFZ decreases with the increases of � , following a close to
linear pattern. The reason why a large � significantly decreasesYFZ is because a fast attacker can move along a larger area,
thus detecting and destroying more sensors. Interestly, the YFZ
is not so sensitive to � . Only the initial increase of � helps
the attacker to decrease YFZ much, beyond which there is little
help for the attacker. This is because in most situations in
our defense protocol, most sensors around the attacker are in
sensing/sleeping states due to the notification and conservative
state switching. Therefore, the attacker cannot detect many
sensors in most of the time. Although a few memory size
helps the attacker to store the information of multiple detected
sensors, a large memory size does not help much since it is
almost never used.

In fig. 8 (b), we show the YPZ improvement percentage
of our defense protocol under various of � and � . It is
clear that the YPZ improvement percentage increases sharply
with the increase of � . This is because for small � , some
sensors may switch back to sensing/sending state before the
attacker leaves, thus giving a relatively low YPZ improvement
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percentage. As mentioned in the previous section, this problem
can be allieviated if the sensors are able to detect the speed of
the attacker and adjust the state switching timers accordingly.
Speed detection by sensors are easy to achieve via multiple
sampling, which is a common assumption in many papers [].
When � increases, our conservative state switching ensures
that sensors will not switch back too early, thus increasing
the YPZ improvement percentage. On the other hand, the YFZ
improvement percentage increases with � , demonstrating that
our defense protocol can allieviate the effect the large memory
size and especially effective for strong attacker. Also the YFZ
improvement percentage saturates for large � due to the same
reason discussed above.

D. Sensitivity of Performance Improvement under Defense
Parameters

In the following, we will investigate the sensitivity of perfor-
mance improvement under two key defense parameters, which
are ï b4ö and  . Since the performance for the scenario when
there is no defense does not depend on defense parameters,
actually there is no defense at all, the YPZ achieved by our
defense protocol has the same pattern as the YFZ improvement
percentage. Thus we show the YPZ of both scenarios in one
figure.

In fig. 9, we can see that the YFZ keeps constant for
the scenario when there is no defense due to the reason
above. When defense is applied, YFZ increases first with ï b4ö
at first and decreases when ï b4ö approaches ï�� ��� . This is
because for small ï b4ö , there will be many sensors becoming
sacrificial nodes, which is just not necessary. What’s more, too
many sacrificial nodes renders themselves being the potential
targets for the attackers, thus decreasing the YFZ . In this case,
the YFZ improvement comes only from the state switching
corresponding to the sacrificial node notification messages. On
the other hand, when ï b4ö is close to ï � ��� , too few sensors
become sacrificial nodes, which makes many sensors outside
the attack notification range dangerous, thus decreasing theYFZ . However, the YPZ in this case is still much better than
that when ï b4ö is too small because the YFZ improvement
in this case comes from the state switching corresponding
to both types of notification messages. The benefit of one
attack notification messages usually is more than that of one
sacrificial node notification messages because more sensors
are notified and those sensors are more likely to be detected if
they do not schedule a state switching. While it is hard, if not
impossible at all, to derive the optimal utility threshold, the
good news is that the YFZ keeps in a relatively high value for
a wide range of ï b4ö . In this range, the benefit of large ï b4ö ,
which is fewer number of sacrificial nodes potentially being
detected is allieviated by the loss in terms of number of sensors
protected outside of the attack notification area. In practice, we
can first choose a ï b4ö close to half ï �ß� � and adjust the value
when time goes on, during which we may be able to gain
some knowledge about the attacker parameters. The way to
incrementally gain and propogate attacker parameters and the
internal relation between attack parameters and optimal ï b4ö
are part of our future work.

Similarly, we observe that YFZ increases first with  at first
and decreases after some threshold. The reason is that when is small, many sensors switch back to sensing/sending state
before attacker leaves. Thus increasing  in this case helps
to improve YPZ significantly. However, a too large  is not
only unnecessary because the attacker has left long before
the timers expire, but also affects the network performance
in terms of coverage and packet throughput/delay. In this
paper, we use YPZ to capture the performance in terms of
network coverage. The study of the performance in terms of
packet throughput/delay is our future work. Same as above,
an optimal  is hard to derive without knowledge of attacker
information. In practice, we can apply conservative timers in
the beginning and adjust them when more attacker information
are obtained. The relation between attack parameters and
optimal  is our future work.

Discussioin: The parameters we have chosen for covers
most of the practical network scenario, attacker technology and
defense mechanism. It is clearly shown that the performance
improvement by our defense protocol is between �iÊ�� and�!�iÊ�� under most normal situations, which demonstrates the
validity and effectiveness of our defense protocol in protect-
ing sensor networks performance even under search-based
physical-attacks, further highlighting the significance of our
study in this paper.

V. RELATED WORK

Security in WSNs is a broad area. We highlight work
most related to our study here. A good overview of current
status in security and research issues is presented in [1].
Some of the security concerns include resilient routing, secure
communication, and electronic and physical attacks. In [4],
a survey on sensor network routing protocol vulnerabilities
and defense schemes against several electronic attacks are
explored. Two of these attacks are the Sybil attack [2] and
the wormhole attack [3]. In [5], the authors further analyze
the Sybil attack and show that it has several variants that
affect data aggregation, voting, misbehavior. They also develop
effective defense mechanisms against these different attack
variants. In [6], Hu et al. investigate the wormhole attack and
propose packet leashes to prevent an attacker from maliciously
tunneling packets to different areas in a WSN. Taking another
approach to routing in security, Deng et al. propose INSENS,
intrusion tolerant routing that detects malicious sensors and
routes around them [12]. Some of the concepts in [12] were
taken from [7] which provides two security protocols, SNEP
and " TESLA. These protocols insure data confidentiality, au-
thentication, freshness and authenticated broadcast in severely
resource constrained environments like WSNs, and provide
defense to sybil attack, wormhole attack, eavesdrop attack
[13], [1], [14], spoof, reply and message alter attack [4], [15].

In [16], the authors propose a framework for secure infor-
mation aggregation in large sensor networks. In this framework
certain nodes in the sensor network, called aggregators, help
aggregating information requested by a query, which substan-
tially reduces the communication overhead. By constructing
efficient random sampling mechanisms and interactive proofs,
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the proposed framework enables the user to verify that the
answer given by the aggregator is a good approximation of
the true value even when the aggregator and a fraction of the
sensor nodes are corrupted.

For secure key management, [17] presents a key-
management scheme based on probabilistic key sharing in
WSNs. Jolly et al. develop a key management protocol for
multi-tiered wireless sensor networks in [18]. Most recently,
[13] solves the key management problem using a priori sensor
network deployment information.

In [19], attackers perform traffic analysis on the messages
transmitted to the base station to determine its location. A
host of attacks can now be orchestrated if the base station
can be determined accurately, including jamming attacks [8],
eavesdropping attacks, Sybil attacks etc. In [19] and [20],
protecting the base station is discussed.

Denial-of-service (DoS) attacks are another key area of
vulnerability and research in WSNs. Wood and Stankovic
study the threat at different layers in the network [8]. They also
present design time factors that, if taken into consideration,
reduces network vulnerability to DoS attacks. In [21], they
further develop the radio-frequency jamming DoS attack and
present a technique to route around the jammed area.

In some cases, attackers can compromise sensors with
malicious intent. For instance, attackers can extract crypto-
graphic secrets, tamper with the associated circuitry, modify
programming in the sensors, or replace them with malicious
sensors under the control of the attacker etc. To protect against
tampering with the sensors, one defense involves tamper-
proofing the node’s physical package [8]. Another class of
work like [22] focuses on building tamper-resistant hardware
in order to make the actual data and memory contents on the
sensor chip inaccessible to attackers.

Physical attacks are different from a host of sensor network
attacks proposed in the literature. Physical attacks destroy
sensors permanently. The losses are irreversible, unlike many
other attacks, where the sensors are only compromised and
hence are recoverable. In a broad spectrum of physical attacks,
particularly in search-based attacks, it is very likely that the
attacker physically resides in the network to detect and destroy
sensors. While the attacker being in the network is dangerous,
it nevertheless provides us with new opportunities for detection
of the attacker and defense against them, which we have
exploited in this paper. In physical attacks, attackers search
for sensors by means of signal detection. This again raises
several new and interesting issues, one of them being that the
detection process itself can be exploited by sensor nodes as
proposed in this paper. In a prior work, we have identified and
modeled blind physical attacks [9]. In [9], we studied the issue
of deployment of sensors in a sensor network to meet lifetime
requirement under blind attacks. Our focus in this paper is
search-based physical attacks, which is quite different from
blind attacks as mentioned in Section II.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we addressed the issue of search-based physi-
cal attacks in sensor networks and their defense. Specifically,

we first identified critical features of search-based physical
attacks and modeled a representative instance of search-based
physical attacks. We studied performance impacts based on a
novel metric that we defined, namely the Accumulative Cover-
age ( YPZ ). The accumulative coverage effectively captures both
coverage and lifetime. We then proposed an effective defense
protocol in order to defend sensor networks against search-
based physical attacks. The core principle of our defense is to
trade short term local coverage for long term global coverage
through the sacrificial node-assisted attack notification and
states switching of sensors. Our performance data demon-
strated that search-based physical attacks significantly reduce
accumulative coverage. However, with our defense protocol,
losses in accumulative coverage are reduced significantly even
under intense search-based physical attacks.

To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first work that
identifies the problem, models, and defense of search-based
physical attacks. We however believe that this is just an impor-
tant first step in this regard. There are other open issues in this
subject. Our current on-going is focusing on modeling other
variants of physical attacks, and exploring defense approaches
to counter them. We are specifically focusing on studying
multiple physical attackers, and the combinations of physical
attacks with other attacks proposed already in the literature.
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